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Abstract
An innovative creative class drives creative cities, urban areas in which diverse cultures are integrated into social
and economic functions. The creative city of Chiang Mai, Thailand is renowned for its vibrant Lan Na culture
and traditions, and draws new migrants from other areas in Thailand seeking to become part of the creative class.
This study aims to classify a local integration model for the migrant creative class, and to suggest a set of
indicators that could be used to measure the level of successful integration of a migrant creative class when
building creative cities. This study selected twelve creative class sample cases who are well known in Chiang
Mai and separated the sample into three groups; educator, researcher, and innovator. The study’s agenda
consisted of open-ended questions with a semi-structured format for the in-depth interview, and follows a local
integration ontology model.
The study found that the local integration model consisted of four key domains: means and work, social
connection, facilities, and foundations domains. Significant factors are included in each domain, and all four
domains are important for the local integration of the creative class in creative cities. Annotation Ontology was
used for determining the critical factors for success for migrants in creative cities: namely job, training, social
bridge, and language and cultural knowledge.
This study presents a new model, the Lan Na Local Integration Metric, which can be applied to understand the
successful integration of migrants into the Lan Na region of Chiang Mai.
Keywords: local integration, ontological, creative class, creative cities, migrant
1. Introduction
Urbanization is a multi-faceted and complicated process of social and economic changes in which a society
converts from a mainly rural to a largely urban civilization (Yeates & Garner, 1976). In observing current trends
of urbanization around the globe, in 2014 North America is the most urbanized region, with 82% of its
population residing in urban areas. It is followed by Latin America and the Caribbean (80%), Europe (73%),
Asia (40%) and Africa (40%). However, Africa and Asia are currently urbanizing faster than the other regions,
and it is speculated that these rates will increase to 56% and 64% respectively by 2050. The rate of urbanization
is significantly influenced by economic activities, including industry, commerce, and the provision of services.
In the Southeast Asian country of Thailand, the country’s urban area grew from about 2,400 square kilometers to
2,700 between 2000 and 2010, demonstrating an average annual growth rate of 1.4%. Urban growth in Thailand
is dominated by the Bangkok metropolitan area. Bangkok, Thailand’s capital city, is the fifth largest city in East
Asia in terms of area and the ninth largest in terms of its population, which was approaching 10 million in 2010
(World Bank, 2015). Chiang Mai, a city nearly 700 kilometers north of Bangkok, is one of the ten biggest cities
in Thailand and also one of the densest urban areas with 5,000 people per square kilometer.
While the term “urbanization” primarily refers to the process of urban growth, “urbanism” describes the
consequences of urbanization; it defines the effects of city living on the behaviors, values, mores, and customs of
a population (Palen, 1992). As a city possesses both cultural and social diversity, it generates a mindset where
various customs and traditions can intersect (Palen, 1992). The increasing urbanization of Chiang Mai has
resulted in distinctive urbanism that reflects the cultural and social heterogeneity typically seen in major
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metropolitan areas. Though some byproducts of urbanization, such as pollution, traffic, and crowding, are
problematic, Chiang Mai offers economic, educational, and cultural resources that draw not only Thais, but
people from around the world.
As Thailand urbanizes, the government is identifying new ways to capitalize on its rich and unique cultural
heritage in an urban setting. The city of Chiang Mai is situated in the historical area of the ancient Lan Na
kingdom, and still retains a great deal of Lan Na cultural influence in its architecture, food, health practices,
clothing, and way of life. The people of Chiang Mai often identify as Lan Na, and speak a Lan Na dialect. The
vibrant Lan Na culture has attracted tourists as well as migrants to the city, and has been identified as a potential
economic driver via the strengthening of a local creative economy.
The National Economy and Social Development Board (NESDB) of Thailand define a creative economy as ‘an
economic system that mixes cultural assets, local wisdom, and the uniqueness of Thai with proper knowledge
and technology in order to produce unique and diverse products and services. In this way, intrinsic economic
value will be added. It will create jobs, generate revenue, and boost competitiveness that will enhance the quality
of life. It defines creative industries as ‘those industries which use Thai-ness, culture, heritage, and local wisdom,
as well as technology, for economic development.’ (Howkins, 2010)
From a global perspective, the creative economy is one of the fastest growing sectors of the current world
economy, with a calculated worth of US$2.2 trillion worldwide in 2002, and an annual growth rate of 5%. This
economy has the potential to produce dramatic results in terms of income generation, job creation, and export
earnings, as well as engender non-monetary value that is critical in attaining inclusive, sustainable development.
The creative economy is multi-faceted, comprising cultural goods and services, toys and games, and the
Research and Development (R&D) sphere. Thus, the economy is driven by creative processes of a varied sort,
with some falling within traditional ideas of “cultural” activities, and others in a more diverse realm.
The creative economy in Thailand is divided into four sectors. The first sector highlights Thai cultural
inheritance, and includes cultural tourism, as well as traditional medicine, herbs, spas, and food. The second
sector focuses on the skilled labor and cultural arts industry, such as woodwork, handicrafts, sculpting, ceramics,
silver and goldsmithing, and jewelry design. The third sector promotes creative work and design, specifically
fashion, architecture, advertising, and software. The final sector is composed of the modern media, including
entertainment and digital content.
In Thailand’s 11th National Economic and Social Development Plan (2012-2016) the creative economy is
specifically mentioned as a way to promote economic structural adjustments, particularly in the production and
service sectors, which would add value and generate new business by tapping into the hidden potential of Thai
society. The decision to advance the country using the creative economy represented a major shift in both Thai
and Lan Na society. However, the development model is congruent with the Thai and Lan Na culture and way of
life and aligns with the “Sufficiency Economy” philosophy initiated and developed by His Majesty King Rama
the IX.
In the past, government plans have sometimes failed to align these strategic goals with the realities of individuals
and markets, which could be related to the creative economy’s heavy reliance on tacit knowledge. Thus, a key to
successfully developing a thriving creative economy is by translating this tacit knowledge into explicit
knowledge, which this research aims to do in part by understanding more about the integration of the creative
class into the local creative economy.
All creative economies need a creative class to drive the system. The creative class is mostly composed of
migrants to Chiang Mai. While college graduates have the highest mobility of all, workers with a
community-college education are less mobile, high school graduates are even less and dropouts are the least
mobile of all. When the creative class migrates to creative cities, there is some evidence that they are unable to
integrate with local people, particularly in cases where large projects are implemented without a clear
understanding of the local culture and interests. The objective of this study is to classify a local integration model
of the migrant creative class and to suggest a set of indicators that could be used to measure the successful
integration of a migrant creative class when building creative cities, especially in Chiang Mai, Thailand.
2. Literature Review
This section will examine the Creative Economy, Creative Class, and the Local Integration model, which is used
in this study as follows:
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2.1 Creative Economy
The creative economy, an economy that utilizes knowledge, skill, and culture to drive change and innovation,
has become a key factor in the national development of more than 100 countries worldwide. In focusing on
creativity as the source of both personal fulfillment and economic development, the creative economy marks a
shift from previous economic systems that tended to devalue personal involvement in work (Howkins, 2013).
Creative cities are a space in which the creative economy can thrive; these cities fuse diverse cultural activities
into social and economic functions. Unlike cities where development is mainly driven by factors such as natural
resources, geographic location, or market access, creative cities rely on creativity. Such cities are marked by a
robust social and cultural infrastructure, which tends to attract internal investment and elevate levels of creative
employment. Creative cities depend on identifying, attracting, developing, and maintaining talent, prioritizing
creative skills and organizations in order to retain a gifted, creative class (Landry, 2006).
2.2 Creative Class
Florida (2003) stated that the “creative class” is composed of people in fields including science and engineering,
architecture and design, education, and arts, music and entertainment, whose economic objective is to develop
new ideas, new technology, and new creative content. The creative class is essential and highly prized in the
current economic environment, advancing new fields such as social media and innovating existing sectors like
medical research.
Florida also asserts that economic development is largely driven by lifestyle factors, including urban
infrastructure, tolerance and diversity, and entertainment. For cities to attract a creative class, he argues that the
city must possess and promote factors such as talent, technology and tolerance (Florida, 2003).
Previous social science research on regional growth and development has primarily focused on the role of firms
in urban areas, especially regarding how firms decide on location, and to what extent they cluster in specific
areas. However, this research does not necessarily correlate with the motivations of the creative class. Florida
suggests that conceptual refocusing and broadening beyond solely examining firms may be necessary in order to
incorporate the location decisions of the people composing the creative class, and therefore more fully
understand sources of economic growth (Florida, 2003), (Rambely, 2013).
2.3 Local Integration Model
Integration is the process of achieving harmonious relationships and close coordination between several people,
groups, or organizations, while an integration model is a model that describes how individuals integrate into a
specific social environment.
Indicators of integration compose a framework that explores the process of migrant integration with local people
through interrelated “domains” (Ager & Strang, 2004). Under each domain are indicators to measure the level of
success in integration. The framework serves two purposes; first, to examine different understandings of the idea
of “integration,” and second, to establish a framework for a common understanding of “integration” that can be
utilized by those working in the field of migrant integration in Lan Na.
2.4 Knowledge Based Society
The European Research Area (ERA) (2009), a European Commission program, is using knowledge as its
fundamental base by which to achieve leadership, jobs, and growth in their countries. A knowledge-based society
is created through a strong interaction within the “Knowledge Triangle” of research, education, and innovation.
Innovative policies relating to each element are jointly designed by public authorities at all levels with the
appropriate involvement of relevant stakeholders to optimize their effectiveness, efficiency and value to society
and the economy.
This study applies the “Knowledge Triangle” to Lan Na society and views the roles of “researcher,” “educator,”
and “innovator” within Lan Na as part of the creative class that drives the creative city of Chiang Mai.
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Figure 1. Creating a Lann Na knowledgge-based socieety (Ref: Appliied from The E
European Reseearch Area (ER
RA))
2.5 Ontoloogy
Ontology iis a branch of philosophical study that exaamines the natuure of being, tthe basic categgories of being
g, and
their relatiions. Ontologyy describes the concepts and relationships tthat exist for a specific set off entities, inclu
uding
how thosee entities may be
b grouped, pllaced within a hierarchy, or further divideed (Jonathan C
Chacon et al., Paolo
P
Ciccarese et al. 2010, and
a Cui Guanngzuo). For thhe purposes off this study, aannotation ontoology was use
ed to
identify thhe local integraation strategy oof the creative class migrantss.
3. Researcch Methodoloogy
3.1 Stage II: Sample Seleection
This studyy selected twellve creative claass sample casses from migraants coming frrom areas outsside of Chiang
g Mai
who migraated more thann five years aggo. The samplle cases are w
well-known inddividuals in Chhiang Mai who are
recognizedd as part of thhe city’s creatiive class. The sample cases are separatedd into three grooups following the
roles identtified in the knnowledge-based society trianngle; namely, educator, researrcher, and innoovator
3.2 Stage III: Set Agenda
The set aagenda includded in-depth interviews w
with creative cclass sample cases. The iinterviews utiilized
open-endeed questions with
w a semi-strructured formaat to collect peersonal data. T
The questions followed the local
integrationn ontology moddel as shown iin Figure 2.

Figuure 2. Local Inntegration Ontoology Model
A brief desscription of eaach framework is as follows:
•

Meanns and Work: There
T
are four domains withhin the framew
work under ‘Meeans and Workk.’ The first is “Job,”
and sspecifically peertains to an ooccupation rellated to Lan N
Na. The seconnd domain is “Housing,” which
w
detaills the location of housing, hoow the locationn was selectedd, as well as hoow the sample became part of
o the
local culture. The next
n
domain iis “Training,” which focusess on Lan Na kknowledge, annd Lan Na training.
The ffinal domain is “Health,” whhich covers booth adaptabilityy in a Lan Na environment, and holistic health
h
in thee Lan Na style.

•

Sociaal Connections: These are the most impportant factor for local inteegration, as m
most approaches to
integration understtand a sense off belonging too a particular ggroup or comm
munity is cruciial. There are three
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domains within the framework under ‘Social Connections.’ “Social Bridge” is related with work, national,
ethnic or religious groupings, while “Social Bonds” are related to family matters. “Social Link” pertains to
engagement with local government and non-governmental services, civic duties, and the political process.
•

Facilities: There are two domains within the framework under ‘Facilities’–“Language and Cultural
Knowledge,” which relates to dress, lifestyle, and food, and “Safety and Stability,” which focuses on
personal security.

•

Foundations: There is only one domain in the foundations framework–“Rights and Citizenship,” which
pertains to voting and also identification with the Lan Na way of life.

3.3 Stage III: Knowledge Elicitation
In this study, in-depth interviewing was used as a method of gathering data from sample cases. In-depth
interviewing is suited for eliciting descriptions of processes and outcomes from the samples. The goal of
in-depth interviews is to deeply explore the respondent’s point of view, feelings, and perspectives, and these can
be used to obtain preliminary information that is necessary to develop more concrete quantitative surveys.
The researcher made an appointment with each creative class sample case before interviewing the sample case
by case. During the interviews, the researcher recorded data and observed the sample cases.
3.4 Stage IV: Transcribe
Following the in-depth interviews with the creative class sample cases, all results were transcribed using a
concept map. A concept map represents relationships between ideas and images, and develops logical thinking.
Concept maps are constructed to reflect the organization of the declarative memory system, and facilitate
sense-making and meaningful learning on the part of individuals.
3.5 Stage V: Annotation Ontology (AO)
In this study, Annotation Ontology (AO) uses local integration ontology for identifying the local integration
strategy of the creative class migrants. The researchers designed this to extensively reuse existing domain
ontologies and to provide several other kinds of annotations such as comments, textual annotation, notes, and
examples on potentially any kind of document. The researchers analyzed the annotation ontology from the
results script following the local integration model (Figure 2).
4. Results Analysis
4.1 Stage I: Sample Selecting
Chiang Mai’s status as a hub city with excellent infrastructure and many universities, and without the chaos of
the national capital of Bangkok, draws many new migrants each year. The twelve sample cases in this study were
selected from a migrant population who had migrated from areas outside of Chiang Mai and neighboring
Lampoon province more than five years ago. All of the sample cases are well known in Chiang Mai.
The sample cases are separated into three groups (Table 1). The first group is composed of educators, people
who teach in the university or are academics in Chiang Mai. The second group is made up of researchers; people
who conduct research that in this case, is specifically related to Lan Na. The third group is composed of
innovators, people who introduce, develop or create products or services with improved or advanced quality.
Some sample cases fulfilled both educator and researcher roles, some fulfilled both educator and innovator roles,
and others played all three roles. The integration of these three groups, which are also represented as different
elements of the knowledge triangle, is key in being able to concentrate, visualize and advance creative cities by
bridging gaps and accelerating the interplay between academia, industry and society.
Table 1. Creative class sample cases
Cases

1

2

3

4

5

6

Educator

X

X

X

X

X

X

Innovator
Researcher

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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7

8

9

10

X
X

X

X
X

11

12

X
X

X

X
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4.2 Stage III: Set Agenda
Following the sample selection,
s
the semi-structureed format for the in-depth interview wass divided into four
groups following the loccal integration ontology moddel. The open-eended questionns were coded as follows:







M
Means and Worrk: inquiring aabout
M
MW1-Job,
M
MW2-Housing,
M
MW3-Training, and
M
MW4-Health, which
w
relates too Lan Na,
S
Social Connections: inquiringg about
S
SC1-Social Bridge,
S
SC2-Social Bonnds, and
S
SC3-Social Linnk,
F
Facilities: inquiiring about
F
FA1-Language and Cultural K
Knowledge
F
FA2- Safety annd Stability,
F
Foundations
F
FD1-Rights andd Citizenship.

4.3 Stage IIII: Knowledgee Elicitation
The researrcher made inddividual intervview appointm
ments and inforrmed the creattive class sampple cases abou
ut the
agenda prrior to the acctual interview
w. During thee in-depth innterview, the researcher inqquired about their
backgrounnd and was guiided by the aggenda in conduucting the inquuiry. The resultt of the in-deppth interview found
f
that each m
migrant samplee case had diffferent backgrouunds relating tto means and w
work, social coonnection, faciilities,
and foundation. Howeveer, the sample all shared a siimilar purposee, which was too continue to live in Chiang
g Mai
due to theiir connection to,
t interest in, aand love of Laan Na Society.
4.4 Stage IIV: Transcribee

Figuree 3. Concept m
map of local inttegration modeel
V: Annotation Ontology (AO
O)
4.5 Stage V
After transscribing the innformation froom the migrannt sample cases with the conncept map, Annnotation Onto
ology
(AO) was used for dividding the domaains. The conteent of each doomain was defi
fined and furthher detailed ma
aking
use of the relevant keyw
words from the local integratiion model, andd is described bbelow.
•

Meanns & Work
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Table 2. Annotation ontology of migrants in means & work
MW (Means & Work)
MW-1 (Job)

MW-2 (Housing)

MW-3 (Training)

City (Location-LOC)

University
LERN)

Architecture (Business-B)

Urban (LOC)

Join in seminar, meeting
(Seminar-SEM)

Local drink (F&D)

Researcher (GO/Non-government
organization NGO)

Participate with community
(Activities-ACT)

Learning
(LERN)

by

Doing

Take care of themselves
(Holistic-HOL)

Columnist (B)

Love (Reason-RES)

Talk
with
(Interview-INT)

experts

Civil (NGO)

Family (RES)

Join and look to experts
(Observe-OBS)

Lecturer
Organization-GO)

(Government

MW-4 (Health)
(Learn-

Eat local food (Food &
Drink-F&D)

Retreat (Wellness-WN)
Herb/ herb product (WN)
Fon
(Exercise-EXE)

Editor (B)

Cheng

From analyzing data using Table 2, it was clear that most migrants work as lecturers in the university, in some
cases teaching Lan Na history. Some educators also work as researchers, and study Lan Na related issues.
Innovators work in professions requiring creative ideas, such as an architect, designer, and editor. They work
with government organizations such as universities (GO), non-government organizations like civil society
groups or a Lan Na school of traditional wisdom (NGO), or in a self- or company–owned business (B).
Within the housing domain, sample cases were asked about their accommodation and chosen physical location
(LOC), and the results revealed that some of the creative class migrated to Chiang Mai due to a love of the
culture, traditions, nature, lifestyle, and local people. Others in the creative class migrated for family reasons
(RES), for example, marriage. Most of them are located in Chiang Mai city and in the nearby vicinity where they
can engage in creative ideas and participate in local activities (ACT) in a community around their home.
In the training domain, it was found that creative class sample cases were successful in learning (LERN) about
Lan Na through experiential learning opportunities, talking (INT) with Lan Na experts to benefit from local
wisdom, or studying Lan Na at university. They also make connections with local people and observe Lan Na
customs and traditions in practice (OBS). All of them participate in seminars and meetings about Lan Na (SEM),
such as the Lan Na lifestyle or Lan Na language.
Within the health domain it was found that migrant sample cases were able to adapt their lifestyles to the Lan Na
environment (HOL). They use Lan Na holistic wisdom for wellness and in retreats, such as Lan Na massage, Lan
Na exercise (EXE), and Lan Na herb products. They consume and enjoy local food and drink (F&D).
•

Social Connections

Table 3. Annotation ontology of migrants in social connection
SC (Social Connection)
SC-1 Social Bridge

SC-2 Social Bonds

SC-3 Social Link

University (Work-WORK)

Married (Family-FAM)

City Hall (Local Government Organization-LGO)

Own Business (WORK)

University/ School (LGO)

Buddhist (Religion-REL)

Organization (Local Non-Government Organization - LNGO)

Local People (Ethnic-ETN)

Association (Civil-CIV)
Club (CIV)

The study in social connections (Table 3) found that the migration of educators is related with work in the
university (WORK), which was also a social bridge for new migrants. In other cases, the main migration purpose
was due to a social bond such as marriage (FAM) with local people and a subsequent move to Chiang Mai. All of
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the sample creative class is Buddhist (REL), which is also the predominant religion of Lan Na, and following
their migration to Chiang Mai it was easy for them to join Buddhist activities in their community. They can join
with local people (ETN) in various ways. In relation to social links, it was found that all sample cases engaged in
Chiang Mai City Hall, university, and school (LGO) in Chiang Mai. They also participated in many
organizations (LNGO), associations and clubs (CIV), holding roles such as president, consultant, committee
member, and member of these groups.
•

Facilities

Table 4. Annotation ontology of migrants in facilities
FC (Facilities)
FC1-Language and cultural knowledge

FC2-Safety and Stability

Speaking, Listening, Reading, Writing (Language-LAN)

Safety in Lan Na (Safety-SAFE)

Dressing in Lan Na (Dress)
Collecting textile (Dress)
Activities (ACT)
Source of culture (Knowledge Management-KM)
The results from the facilities domain detailed in Table 4 found that the language and cultural knowledge
reported by the sample includes information that is useful for daily life, such as understanding and practicing
spoken and written Lan Na language, which is still used regularly in Chiang Mai (LAN). The sample lived a Lan
Na influenced lifestyle, learned about Lan Na culture from local people and trainings, and also dressed (DRESS)
in the Lan Na style, in some cases even collecting (DRESS) Lan Na textiles. There are many cultural activities
that the creative class sample cases can partake in with the community (KM), such as celebrate new home. For
safety and stability (SAFE), community safety is a common concern amongst migrants in a new area. However,
all of the migrant sample cases reported feeling safe and secure in Chiang Mai because of the city’s strong
infrastructure and low rates of violent crime.
•

Foundation

Table 5. Annotation ontology of migrants in foundations
FD (Foundations)
FD1 (Rights and citizenship)
Proud to be Lan Na (Proud-PROUD)
Election in Chiang Mai (Election-ELEC)
Feel dissimilar with speaking language (PROUD)
The study of the foundations domain in Table 5 found that the migrant creative class sample cases are proud
(PROUD) to be Lan Na people. They often present as Lan Na people despite their migrant status, and at times
feel offended if someone tells them that their Lan Na accent is incorrect. In terms of political integration, most of
the sample are registered (ELEC) in Chiang Mai and vote there, and did not report any problems with rights and
citizenship.
5. Analysis Using the Local Integration Ontological Model
This study aims to classify a local integration model of the migrant creative class and to suggest a set of
indicators that could be used to measure the successful integration of a migrant creative class when building
creative cities, particularly in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The study found that the local integration model consisted
of four key domains: means and work, social connection, facilities, and foundations. All four domains are
necessary for the local integration of the creative class in creative cities.
Each domain also included significant factors. Significant factors within the means and work domain are jobs,
housing, training, and health. Significant factors within the social connection domain are the social bridges,
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social bonnds, and social links. In tthe facilities ddomain, signiificant factors include langguage and culltural
knowledgee and safety annd stability. Thhe significant ffactor in the fouundations dom
main is rights aand citizenship.
Further annalysis found that
t
many dom
mains link withh others. Job in the means and work dom
main links to social
s
link in the social connection domain. A
Activities in hoousing link witth activities in the facilities ddomain. Housing in
the means and work dom
main links withh social bonds in the social connection dom
main.
This studyy uses Annotattion Ontologyy to classify thhe integration m
model and finnd the most im
mportant factorrs for
success foor migrants inn creative citiees. The four m
most importannt factors are jjob, training, social bridge,, and
language aand culture knnowledge. A ggood job helpss migrants meeet with peoplee engaged in ssimilar professional
activities w
who can help them begin too assimilate intto a communitty. Training oppportunities ennsure that mig
grants
who are atttentive and innterested in theeir new societyy will be able to access variious types of L
Lan Na knowlledge
that they can then use in their dailyy lives. The soocial bridge, ssuch as a miggrant’s work, national, ethn
nic or
religious ggroup, providees the opportuunity for regulaar connection with other inndividuals or ggroups with sim
milar
interests oor beliefs. Finaally, migrants who are famiiliar with the llanguage and cultural know
wledge of their new
society will face less soccial barriers annd integrate moore easily withh local people.

Figure 4. Mind map off Lan Na local integration meetric
6. Discusssion and Concclusion
The creatiive class sampple cases in tthis study weere successful in their workk to the pointt where they were
recognizedd by other locaal people for ttheir achievem
ments. The entiire set of sampple cases shareed some distin
nctive
similaritiess that were helpful to theirr successful inntegration; theey are employyed in good joobs in government
organizatioons, non-goveernment organnizations, and in businessess. They are innterested in Laan Na culture
e and
holistic weellness, and join in traditionaal and local acctivities. They have good social connectionns with others, and
are proud tto be Lan Na people
p
and votte in Chiang M
Mai.
This studyy found that the
t use of loccal integration ontology is bbeneficial in cclassifying im
mportant integrration
factors forr the migrant creative classs. The understtanding of hoow migrants inn the creative class successsfully
integrate iin Chiang Maii specifically iis gained usinng the new Laan Na Local Inntegration Meetric applied in
n this
study. Thiss metric is quitte different froom the Local Inntegration Mettric, and can be used to help the creative ciity of
Chiang M
Mai know the factors
f
necessary for the poositive integraation of the crreative class, w
which is critic
cal in
driving thee creative econnomy. Additioonally, the Lann Na Local Inteegration Metriic can be usedd as an examplle for
other creattive cities lookking to refine a Local Integraation Metric too specifically appply to their crreative class.
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